Cognitive Tools
Icon

Title/Description/Cost
QuickTip Calculator
FREE
Calculator to determine tip. Enter total amount of the bill, select
percentage tip and then tap the "calculate" button; results will
tell you dollar amount of the tip as well as the total amount for
the bill.
Dial Safe Pro
FREE
Child-like features. Phone to practice dialing phone numbers.
Can program relevant phone numbers and receive support
practicing dialing them.
Next Thing
FREE
Task manager. Allows you to write your "things to do" on the day
it should be completed. Check off as you go.

Notes on a Roll
FREE
Organize your notes into categories and subcategories (clear filing
system). Can add pictures, videos and audio recordings right into
the note. Note-taking app is password protected.
Teed -To do list
FREE
To do list tracker and organizer; can set alarms, track overdue
projects and organize tasks according to personal vs work status.

Alarmed
All in one reminders, timers, alarm clock.

FREE
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Icon

Title/Description/Cost
30/30
FREE
Set up list of tasks and length of time for each one, start the
timer, and it will tell you when to move on to the next task.

Grocery List Free (Shopping List)
FREE
Select items from a given list. Given list can be sorted
alphabetically or by category. Free version allows you to create
one version only.
Shopping List a la carte
FREE
Grocery and Shopping list. Can create multiple lists, add photos
of products, indicate aisles, share lists with others and many more
features.
1st To Do Map for ipad
$0.99
Enter your tasks on the map. Can add audio recording to the
task. Can check off places visited/tasks completed as
accomplished. Good for planning routes.
MinderBox
FREE
Enter audio, visual or text reminder and set alarm to alert you to
complete the task.

Time Box HD
FREE
Timer that displays selected and remaining time; gong sounds
when time is finished.
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Icon

Title/Description/Cost
Pillboxie
$0.99
Medication visual organizer. Keeps track of the pills you take and
schedule time to take them.

ICE for ipad (in case of emergency)
$2.99
Keeps track of your in case of emergency information, such as
contact person, doctor, allergies, medication, insurance info etc.

Timeli
FREE
Visually track timelines for each project/study period. Within each
timeline, break down task into steps and track completion of each
step.
Study
FREE
45 minutes of scientifically designed productivity-boosting sound
that can mask ambient noise, help focus, improve cognition and
reduce fatigue.
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Cognitive Stimulation Games
Icon

Title/ Description/Cost
Red Herring
FREE
Red Herring is a unique new puzzle game. Each puzzle has only
one correct solution and there's no time limit. Three difficulty
levels.
Crazy Copy
FREE
Immediately copy visual pattern presented by tapping buttons.

Solitaire
Solitaire.

FREE

Chess Free HD
Chess.

FREE

Memory Match
Memory game.

FREE

Swiped Gems
FREE
Swipe and make the longest chain of similar gems possible.
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Icon

Title/ Description/Cost
Unblock Me
FREE
Get the red block out of the board by swiping the other blocks out
of the way.

Amazing Dog and Puppy Tap puzzles
FREE
35 tile squares you tap to switch places with other tiles to form
the image.

Jigsaw Puzzles
FREE
Classic puzzles choose from 24-96 pieces. Variety of pictures and
categories.

Mahjong
Matching game; remove all tiles off board via pairs.

FREE

iMazing
Collection of mazes of varying levels of difficulty.

FREE

Math Drills Lite
FREE
Simple addition, subtraction, multiplication and division (single
operations or mixed). Timed.
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Icon

Title/ Description/Cost
Banana Math
Solve simple math word problems.

FREE

MakeChange
Money counting math game.

$1.99

Alert! Finger Button Fun
FREE
Like twister for your fingers. Put your finger on the red buttons,
keep them there until they disappear, don't touch the other
buttons.
Find a Coin Game
FREE
Three cups that move around, coin is under one - have to keep
your eye on the cup with the coin.

Clockface Large
FREE
Interface to allow one to be tested on their ability to create a
normal clock. Drag numbers into their appropriate spots. Put the
hands at a given time.
Draw Something
Connect the dots without repeating your steps.

FREE
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Icon

Title/ Description/Cost
Flashcards ++ Lite
FREE
This is a free lite version which has a LIMIT of 4 decks and 6 cards
per deck. The paid version does not have this restriction.

Visual Attention TherAPPY Lite
FREE
Activities to practice reading, scanning, concentration, attention,
memory to detail. $9.99 for full version.

Category TherAPPY
$14.99
Four activities: 1)Find the category member given the category
name and four options; 2)Name the category given the object and
three options; 3)Choose the object that doesn't belong, given 4
items; 4)Select (give 3 options) object that goes with the other
three objects. There are three levels: concrete and abstract
categories and subcategories.
Sudoku
Number puzzle game.

FREE

Fruit Match
FREE
The game has 8 x 8 boards and 7 different fruits on the grids. You
can swap neighboring fruits and if the fruits swapped can be
matched in three same ones, in horizontal or vertical, the
matched fruits will be removed, and new ones dropped from the
top!
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Icon

Title/ Description/Cost
Matrix 3
FREE
Matrix Game helps develop visual perception skills such as visual
discrimination. It also helps develop attention and concentration,
spatial orientation and principles of classification and
categorization.
Dots: A game about connecting
FREE
Connect dots for visual perception, neglect. The goal is simple;
climb the leaderboards by connecting same-colored dots
vertically and horizontally in your choice of four game modes.
Stockpile dots along the way for awesome power-ups and
boosters!
Lumosity mobile
Lumosity trains your memory and brain.

FREE
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